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1. Introduction. In 1940 P. T. Maker [7] showed that in Birkhoff's

ergodic theorem images of a single function / can be replaced by

images of functions forming a double sequence, dominated by an

integrable function and converging to/. Here we obtain an analogous

generalization of the Chacon-Ornstein ratio ergodic theorem for

operators. It is also shown by example that dominated sequences in

general cannot be replaced by uniformly integrable sequences.

In 1957 L. Breiman applied Maker's theorem to establish "an

ergodic theorem of information theory," (see [2] and [S]). An analo-

gous application of a variant of our result is given in [ó].

2. The theorem. Let (X, a, p) be a o--finite measure space. We

consider semi-Markovian operators: positive linear operators mapping

Fi into L\. If the Li norm of T is less than or equal to one, T is called

sub-Markovian. The aspects of the theory of sub-Markovian operators

of interest for us are developed e.g. in [8] ; the assumption made there

that p(X) = 1 is, for most purposes, inessential.

All relations below are to be understood modulo sets of measure

zero. By F+ we denote the class of nonnegative, not identically van-

ishing functions of L\. The operator I+T+T2-^- • • • is written FM.

We let A be a measurable subset of X, such that on A the operator

T is conservative, the ratio theorem holds and the limit is well be-

haved. More precisely, we assume the following conditions:

(ca) Txg =co or 0 on A for each gELf and

(rA) UfELf, gELf, then on the set AC\ { T„g>0}

def tpi / ÏZÎ
D(f, g) =   Hm  E^/Z T*g

exists and is finite. Further, if F*GFi, Fk | 0 (¿—>co) on X, then for

each gELt, D(Fk, g)->0 on the set Ar\{Txg>0}.

The conditions (cA) and (rA) are satisfied if F is a sub-Markovian

operator and A is the conservative part C of the space. We only

verify (rA). If p(X) = 1, then on the set CC\ { F«,g>0} one has

D(Fk, g) = E(RFk/e)/E(Rg/e)
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where C is the cr-field of invariant sets and the operator R adds to the

function /-le the total contribution of the dissipative part D, (see

[4], [3], [8, p. 211]). Since R and E(-/e) are sub-Markovian oper-

ators, the last assertion in (rA) follows from the monotone continuity

theorem for such operators (see [8, p. 187]). If p is a cr-finite measure,

we let ir be an equivalent probability measure and p=dir/dp, the

Radon-Nikodym derivative of ir with respect to p. Now define an

operator U by Ug = (i/p)-T(p-g) where gELi(ir), or, equivalently,

p-gELi(p). The passage to -k and U leaves the ratios in (rA) invariant ;

hence the cr-finite case reduces to the case p(X) = 1. More generally,

if T is a semi-Markovian operator satisfying the boundedness as-

sumption (bh), then the conditions (cA) and (rA) hold if A is the con-

servative part YCh of the set Yh (see [9]).

We now state our theorem.

Theorem 1. Assume that T is a semi-Markovian operator satisfying

for some set A the conditions (cA) and (rA). Let /„,- and gni, n, i = 0,

1, • • •, be double sequences of functions in L+ such that limn,,-/„,-

=/, Iim„, ,-£„,- = gawd

(1) sup/„< G Li, sup gni G Li.
n,i n,l

Then on the set AC\{TKg>0} one has

E T'fm

(2) lim —-= D(f, g).

E T'gni

Proof. It suffices to show that

n— 1 n— 1

(3) lim sup

Z t%í     £ vf
t=0

£ F*g„i       2; Vg

= 0.

We have

(4)

E T%i       £ T<f

n-l

En
¿=0

En

Et«-|/„.--/|
t-0

n—1

En
•-0
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For each fixed M, N let

Fnm =

Then for n>N

"ï>|/„.-/|

(5)

sup      |/nm -/| .

E T*P,00

i=0

n-1

n-1

<-0

n-1

<-0

n-1

En
»-0

Therefore

(6) lim sup

E 77»,    E ry
x-0 »=0

n-1

E
t=0

E r<«      E r*.
n-1

E
»=0

M-l

E r*F,00

(7)

n-1

E T'F™
<-0 t=ilf

g hm sup-h hm sup -
n—»w ^-- n—*»n-1

E
t=0

Er-
n-1

Er«

By (cA) the first term in (7) is zero on the set Ai\ { T„g>0} while by

(rA) the second term is D(Fnm, g) on the same set. Since FNMúFkk

J, 0 (N, M—»») where ¿ = min(A7', ilf), again by (r¿) we have that

D(Fnm, g)->0 on Ar\{Txg>0} ; hence the expression (6) is zero,

which proves the particular case of (3) when all the functions g»,-

equal g. (3) follows because

Ht%í    Dry», Er*
(8)

n-1

E r*f-i    E rfg    E t%í

and the last ratio converges to 1/F»(g, g) = 1. This completes the proof

of the theorem.

Remark. The proof shows that if the assumption (rA) is weakened

by replacing the limit D by the limit superior, one still has the follow-

ing conclusion: on AC\ { Txg>0}
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E T%i E T*f
(9) lim sup-= lim sup

n-l n n-1

E T'g E T*g
.=0 t'-O

and'an analogous equality holds for the limit inferior.

The following corollary, concerned with single sequences, may be

considered as a generalization of Hopfs decomposition theorem (see

[8, p. 196]). This theorem asserts that the space X decomposes into

the conservative part C and the dissipative part D: for each gELf,

Taog= oo on Cr\{g>0}, Txg< co on D.

Corollary 1. Let T be a sub-Markovian operator, let gi—*g as

i'—*00, giELt, sup,-g.-GT-í". Then

n-l

(10) lim   E^i
»— «   »=o

is infinite on the set C(~\ {g > 0} and is finite on the set D.

Proof. The assertion about the behavior on C follows from Theo-

rem 1 applied with A = C,/Bi=/>0,/G£i, gn<=zgi- On the other hand,

on D we have

n—1 n—1 / -v

(11) hm  £ T<gi ̂  lim   £ FM sup gA
»-»»    ¿—0 B-»«o     j=o \    j /

which is finite by Hopfs theorem.

For semi-Markovian operators the corollary remains valid with C

replaced by YCh, D replaced by YDh.

3. A counterexample. Is it possible to replace the assumption (1)

in Theorem 1 by the weaker assumption of uniform integrability of

sequences? We particularize as follows. Let (»<), (pi), ¿=1,2, • • -, be

sequences of positive constants satisfying

(12) Ep< = 1.    »nP»—>0,     J^vnpn/n = ».
i n

Now let (X, ß, p) be a probability space such that there is a measur-

able partition {Ai} of X with p(A%)=pi, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Let g„, = l

for all n, i and let

fni=fi=Vi        on Ai,

= 0        on X - Ai.
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The sequence/,- converges to/ = 0. The uniform integrability in the

presence of pointwise convergence to zero is equivalent with the

convergence of the integrals ffi dp—Vipi to /0 dp = 0; thus (/<) is uni-

formly integrable. Moreover, on An

(13) sup  ¿j — = sup— = —;
»   ,-«.i    n n    n       n

hence

(14) I ( sup E /V»)¿I* = Y^VnpJn = 00.
J   \   a     i_i / n

By a theorem of Blackwell and Dubins [l], there is, on a suitable

probability space (X*, Q,*, p*), a sequence of functions (Jf) with the

same joint distribution as (fi), and a cr-field C such that

(15) /x*j^E£(/.|e)-*oj =o.

We identify the starred and the nonstarred expressions. Let the

operator T be the conditional expectation £(-|e). Then 7T = 1,

T2 = T, T satisfies the assumptions (cA) and (rA) with A =X, but by

(15) the equality (2) fails on the entire space X.
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